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In terms of % of women, 
how does EE compare to 

other engineering disciplines?

A. EE is better (higher %) than other engineering 
disciplines

B. About average

C. EE lags behind other disciplines
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generally the answer is C but “it depends”   Need to frame the question more carefully to try to answer it



Diversity and Inclusion in ECE:  
Student Outcome Data, Resources, Initiatives
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Demographics of Engineering Disciplines

• Research Question: “How do the trajectories of 
engineering students in different engineering 
disciplines vary by gender?” 

• Focus on undergraduate students in 
• Electrical (ELE) 
• Chemical (CHE)
• Civil (CVE)
• Mechanical (MCE)
• Industrial (ISE) Engineering
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some datasets too small to look at gender and discipline.  Different disciplines have different cultures so important to consider that



• 11 public universities in U.S.A.

• 1/9 of U.S.A. engineering graduates

• Over 1 million unique students over 20-years 
including > 200,000 engineering students

• This study:    > 94,000 men & 24,000 women ever 
enrolled in ELE, MCE, CVE, CHE, or ISE (77% of graduates)

• Includes first-time-in-college (FTIC) & transfer students

• MIDFIELD expanding to 100 institutions!  
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Choosing: % at start
• Smallest % 

women at start:  
ELE & MCE 
(13.7% & 12.3%)

• Middle: CVE 
21% women

• Highest % 
women: CHE 
(37%) & ISE (34%)
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Choice of engineering major

•Varies by gender
• ELE is 2nd choice for men; 3rd choice for women
• For women: CHE, CVE, ELE, MCE, ISE, Other ENG
• For men: MCE, ELE, CVE, Other ENG, CHE, ISE  

•< 5% of students who ever major in top 5 
engineering disciplines started outside of 
engineering.  
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% women at start & grad similar
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• ELE still fewer 
women than 
men (14.2%)

• Comparable 
to MCE 
(13.4%)

• Lower than 
other 
engineering 
disciplines

• % women at grad within 1.1 % point of 
enrollment for all majors studied

Presenter
Presentation Notes
% women at graduation is within 1 percentage point of that at enrollment for all but ISE where %  women ↑ from 34% at enrollment to 37% at graduation



6 yr Graduation Rate low for ELE

• Students graduate in ELE at lower rates than in ISE, CVE, 
and MCE & comparable rates to CHE. 9



Women vs. Men Grad Rates

• ISE & MCE: 
women higher

• CVE: women & 
men
comparable 

• CHE: men
higher

• EE:  women
slightly higher 
(42% vs. 41%)



“Stickiness” measures the success of all students 
who ever enroll in a major.

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =
𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
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Includes students who
-matriculate directly into EE
-matriculate into EE after First-Year Engineering
-switch into EE (FTICs)
-choose EE at any time (transfer students)



Stickiness

• ELE lowest stickiness (43.4%/42.5%) – Disturbing
• CHE similar (43.1% /43.4%)
• ISE highest stickiness (56.8%/52%) 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More than half of students who ever declare EE do NOT graduate in itELE lowest stickiness (43.4% of women & 42.5% of men who ever declare ELE graduate in it)  Disturbing for EE profession.  CHE similar (43.1% for women & 43.4% for men)ISE higher stickiness (56.8% for women and 52% for men)ISE higher stickiness (56.8% for women and 52% for men who ever declare ISE graduate in it.)



Only ISE gains students start to grad
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• ISE doing something to attract students during college that 
other engineering disciplines are not.



ELE challenges
• ELE fewer women than men at start and graduation and %

women comparable to MCE but lower than other 
engineering disciplines → recruitment problem

• Students graduate in ELE in 6 years at lower rates than ISE, 
CVE, and MCE and comparable rates to CHE → retention 
problem for starters

• ELE lowest stickiness of engineering disciplines studied → 
retention problem for starters and transfers

• ELE loses about 22% of women and men from start to 
graduation → retention problem for starters and transfers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good news:  women in EE grad at slightly higher rates



Learning from other disciplines
• What could ECE learn from ISE?

• ISE gains students in college

• ISE higher % women, graduation rates and stickiness

• What could ECE learn from MCE?
• Comparable # students,  % women and losses of students

• MCE higher graduation rates and stickiness
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• As ECE educators, how can we foster a climate of equity 
and excellence where all students can achieve their 
maximum potential?

Engineering Classroom Climate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Chilly Climate” extends to engineeringExacerbated by low #s of women & people of colorInstructors play large role in constructing classroom climate



•Examine your assumptions, attitudes, and 
teaching behaviors.  

•Model inclusive behavior. 
• Most of us have biases of which we are unaware
• Take Implicit Biases Tests 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html

What can ECE Educators do?

Information prepared with support from the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. EEC 1539140. 

From ASEE Safe Zone Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expectations that students share similar cultural backgrounds, economic privilege, come from traditional families, have parents who attended college, or are heterosexual or cisgender can make students outside the majority feel marginalized. Reflect on results with open mind.Implicit biases can result in unequal treatment of students in class through verbal and nonverbal cues.  

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.html


• Model inclusive language. 
• “First year” not “freshmen”
• “Students should hand in homework” not “Each student 

should hand in his homework.”
• Use diverse examples with variety of applications 

and people. 

What can ECE Educators do?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beware of low ability signals such as asking women less challenging questions.Create opportunities for all students to participate in class discussions and answer questions.  





Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gendering of problem context (guns, sports, cars) and socioeconomic status bias in context (assume everyone has a cell phone)Research on Force Concept inventory different results for cannon shot vs food bowlAvoid behaviors that contribute to chilly climateDisparaging comments about womenOnly including men in examples, generic “he”Encourage all students to participate in classCall on students by nameWait for students to respondRespond to students in same mannerGrade FairlyUse clear rubrics or grading schemesBe consistentThis helps with mitigating Stereotype threat and we will talk about in assessment section



• More active learning

• Teams & Labs
• Don’t isolate women or minorities

• Assign and rotate roles & lab partners

• Model expectations of professionalism inside & 
outside classroom and lab

• Tolerance of language, jokes etc.

• Engineers have families, interests, etc

What can ECE Educators Do?

These ideas benefit all students!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add Rosser paper as referenceTeams and Labs rotating roles and partners connect to confidence and competence in motivationLast point connect to relatedness    let students introduce themselves in 2 slides
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“I consider this classroom to be a place where you will be 
treated with respect, and I welcome individuals of all ages, 
backgrounds, beliefs, ethnicities, genders, gender 
identities, gender expressions, national origins, religious 
affiliations, sexual orientations, ability – and other visible 
and nonvisible differences.   All members of this class are 
expected to contribute to a respectful, welcoming and 
inclusive environment for every other member of the 
class.” 

Inclusive Classroom Statement 
on syllabus

Information prepared with support from the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. EEC 1539140. 

From ASEE Safe Zone Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Include a diversity statement on your syllabus.  A diversity statement should express your core values of inclusion, for example: Students have chosen to attend this institutionInstitutions have diversity statements that reflect their values



Stereotype Threat is the 
anxiety a person feels

• when they are in a testing or 
performance situation 

• where they could potentially 
confirm a negative
stereotype about a social 
group with which they 
identify.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Stereotypes can have impact on student performance.Because of small #s of women and people of color in engineering AND stereotypes that pervade US culture about their abilities in science and math, STEREOTYPE THREAT exists in many engineering classrooms.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anxiety
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stereotype




Stress Levels ↑
• Stress can be 

unnoticed by 
individual 

Mental 
Resources ↓

• Working 
memory 
is reduced

Performance ↓

Sense of 
Belonging ↓

Distance self 
from 

threatening 
domain

• Change major 
to maintain 
self esteem

ST is activated when 
individual is under a 
testing or performance 
situation with 
potential to confirm 
negative stereotype

How does 
Stereotype Threat work?



Image accessed 
Aronson lecture 
http:vimeo.com/426
39780.

Reminders of Race can Activate ST

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In another test in this study series … they assured two groups that the test was not a measure of their ability…but for half the students… they were asked to indicate their “race” BEFORE they took the testThere were no differences for white students….But the Black students did 2x as well when they were not reminded of their race right before the exam



ST Impacts Golf Performance
(lower score = better performance)

Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling & Darley. 1999. “Stereotype Threat Affects on Black and White Athletic Performance.”  
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 77(6):1213-1227.

Athletic 
Ability

Sports 
Intelligence

Blacks

Whites
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28 23
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this study white and black male college students were asked to complete a version of miniature golf. When the task was characterized as a “measure of athletic ability” … the white students did not score wellWhen the task was characterized as a “measure of sporting intelligence” … the black students did not score wellWhat we see is really whites and black perhaps experiencing STin Golf… scoring lower (fewer strokes) indicates better performance



• One believes the stereotype might be true
• One believes intelligence is fixed, not malleable
• Under challenging performance situations
• Performance is important
• Evaluation criteria are vague

ST is Amplified when:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not sure how grading done so maybe the fact that I am _____ will matter



Strategies to Reduce Stereotype Threat
• Encourage students to affirm personal values and 

remember why they are studying Engineering

• Communicate high standards and belief in students’ ability 
to meet them

• Fair exams -- that “measure learning” not “innate ability” 
with clear expectations for evaluation

• Remove cues that may trigger stereotype threat (posters, 
language, demographics at begining)

Eschenbach, E. A., et al., “Research to Practice - Proven 
Practices that can Reduce Stereotype Threat in Engineering 
Education: A Literature Review,” Proceedings of the 2014 
Frontiers in Education Conference, Madrid Spain, October 
2014.



Strategies to 
Reduce Stereotype Threat

Instructors can convey that successful engineers are 
not born but develop through consistent work. 
(Dweck’s Growth mindset)

You have worked hard to learn this 
difficult material.”
vs.
“You are so smart” 



Strategies to 
Reduce Stereotype Threat

Foster a sense of belonging by helping students learn 
that worrying about belonging and struggle is normal.

e.g. Successful interventions have had more senior 
students tell their stories to first year students and then 
first year students tell those stories to incoming 
students.

Reducing Stereotype Threat.org
www.reducingstereotypethreat.org



• Initiatives/Programs to Consider 

• ECEDHA’s iREDEFINE

• 50k Coalition

• ASEE Safe Zone Ally Training Workshops and Inclusive 
Classroom Strategies

• Engage Engineering

• National Effective Teaching Institute (NETI)

• Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?



• ECEDHA’s iREDEFINE ECE (Improving the Diversity of 
Faculty in Electrical and Computer Engineering) 
• Sign up to be a mentor
• Nominate a graduate student
• Interact with the students at ECEDHA conference

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
New Faculty



What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
Undergraduate Students

http://50kcoalition.org/
kreid@nsbe.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This would be 66% increase

http://50kcoalition.org/


• ASEE Safe Zone Ally Training Workshops
• http://diversity.asee.org/lgbtq/safe-zone-workshops/
• Offered online and face to face

• ASEE Inclusive Classroom Strategies
• Resources and handouts
• Practical suggestions

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
Climate

http://diversity.asee.org/lgbtq/safe-zone-workshops/


• National Effective Teaching Institute (NETI)
• Helping engineering faculty adopt best practices to 

promote student engagement and learning

• Faciliators are engineering professors

• Next one:  January 3-5, 2018 San Diego

• June 2018 Salt Lake City

• https://www.asee.org/conferences-and-
events/conferences/neti

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
Teaching

https://www.asee.org/conferences-and-events/conferences/neti


• Engage:  Engaging Students in Engineering

• Women in Engineering Proactive Network (WEPAN) & NSF

• Everyday Examples in Engineering

• Need submissions from ECE!

• Faculty-Student Interaction 

• https://www.engageengineering.org/

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
Teaching

https://www.engageengineering.org/


• Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
• Engineering in K-12!
• Huge opportunity to change culture of 

engineering and who does engineering
• https://www.nextgenscience.org/

What can we do as ECE Dept heads?
Outreach for the Future

https://www.nextgenscience.org/


• This session provided brief introduction to these 
topics.

• More awareness & bright minds working in this area 
can help!

• Inclusivity in engineering education is a topic of 
extensive research. 

More Resources

Available on 
Amazon

From AAUW
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• Thank you!

• Other initiatives or programs to recommend?

• Questions?

Discussion/Questions
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